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TZORCHEI TZIBBUR HONOREES
With deep gratitude and in recognition of our dedicated members:

LEGACY AWARD
Shirley Elbaum
and in recognition of Gerry Elbaum z’l

Meir & Sarah Raskas

Dovi & Atara Ziffer
Dear Friends,

Welcome to our 60th anniversary gala event. I want to begin by thanking all those who worked so hard to make this event meaningful, enjoyable and incredibly successful. Thank you to our event co-chairs, Adam Ben-Zev, Aryeh Gross, Aviva Silber and Yanky Statman. Thank you to our event committee, Eli and Judy Ben-Zev; Jacob and Julie Blumenfeld; Gavi and Rebecca Brown; Dovid and Blimie Ehrenfeld; Dovie and Nina Elman; Chana Friedman; Howie and Shevy Friedman; Doniel and Tzippi Goetz; Bennett Goldberg; Eric and Avital Schaffer; Menachem and Susie Schoenfeld; and Menachem Mendel and Pam Weissman. Thank you to our journal co-chairs, Rachel Levitan, Judy Minkove and Shira Pepper. An additional thank you to Shira Pepper for the beautifully designed invitation.

Our shul is a special place. We come together to daven, learn and grow. We have shared joyous and challenging times together. We have laughed, we have cried, we have danced and we have mourned — but it has always been together. Our Shul is made up of many different kinds of people, with various backgrounds and directions in life. But we are united in our desire to grow. We are committed to growth in our relationship with Hashem and our relationship with one another. This is our shul. This is our kehilla. Tonight gives us the opportunity to celebrate our wonderful accomplishments and give proper honor and recognition to those who have helped and given of themselves to our kehilla. Tonight, we recognize Mrs. Shirley Elbaum, Meir and Sarah Raskas and Dovi and Atara Ziffer. Each of our honorees has demonstrated a loving and dedicated commitment to our Shul and its members. We thank each of them for all they have done and hope that Hashem will give them the koach to continue to build and bolster our sacred kehilla.

continued on next page
I want to take this opportunity to thank our lay leadership. To the members of the Executive and General Boards, thank you for your leadership. May Hashem grant you the wisdom and clarity to help our shul move forward and grow stronger.

Thank you to our Executive Director, Juliya Sheynman. Juliya, although you have only been here a little over a year, you have made a dramatic impact, and we feel so fortunate to have you as a professional leader — and Leon and your beautiful children as part of our kehilla.

Thank you to Adina Schwarzbaum, our Office Manager, for always making sure that whatever needs to get done gets done. Thanks, too, for your professionalism and commitment. We feel additionally privileged that you and Meir have become part of the shul (together with your beautiful children). We look forward to many years of growth together.

Thank you to all our volunteers, who take care of things, big and small. We often don’t even know the time and effort you put in, but we are the beneficiaries of your labor of love, and we thank you.

To you, the special members of our kehilla — thank you. Each of you is so special to Aviva and me, and we truly cherish the relationships we have built with so many of you and look forward to ones we will build in the coming years.

Mazal tov to our honorees; Mazal tov to our kehilla.

Kol Tuv,

Rabbi Shmuel Silber
Dear Guests,

We are grateful that so many of you can be here to celebrate SOTC’s 60th anniversary and the incredibly deserving honorees. All of them have made a tremendous impact on our kehilla.

Mrs. Shirley Elbaum first joined Suburban with her husband Gerry, z’l, and their three boys at a time when there were few young families at Suburban. Mrs. Elbaum dedicated herself to many Jewish causes while working. Together, they instilled a sense of responsibility and Jewish pride and belonging in their children. Though their sons Shaan and Judah live out of town, Avron served as treasurer of the Shul for many years and has raised his own kids here with Galya; reuniting the family at Suburban simchas. Shirley and Gerry’s legacy will live on for generations to come.

Meir and Sarah Raskas have grown their own family here while giving countless hours of service. Meir served as President at a time our Shul was greatly evolving and has helped shape the kehilla that we see thriving today. Sarah has devoted her time to projects with vigor and passion: running the Shul office, leading the annual banquet for years, and now, as Sisterhood co-chair, reinvigorating women’s programming and connections in the kehilla. They both continue to be sounding boards and partners in our growth.

Dovi and Atara Ziffer represent a group of devoted investors in our kehilla that live beyond a Shabbos walk away, and yet they are regularly here for davening, shiurim and family events. An active part of the daily Daf, the fundraising committee and founder of the Baltimore Chesed League, housed at SOTC, Dovi stretches his time to help Suburban grow. With Atara’s unwavering support and encouragement, Dovi takes on challenging roles, fundraising for critical organizations in our community that partner with Suburban.

This year’s honorees demonstrate a continuum of growth in the Shul. From a weekly shiur to an active role on the board, from a few volunteer hours in the office to building a life and legacy in the Shul, their devotion and investment in our beloved kehilla are inspiring to us all. We offer tremendous gratitude for their humble dedicated approach, their selflessness and generosity.

Richard Buck, President Shimmy Messing, Chair of the Board
Juliya Sheynman, Executive Director
We feel truly privileged to be part of such a warm, embracing and growing kehilla. We take this opportunity to give special thanks to this year’s honorees.

Mrs. Shirley Elbaum
Shirley, you are a remarkable woman with incredible strength, poise and simchas ha’chaim. The family that you and Gerry z’l, have built is a testament to your commitment to Hashem and His Torah. You lead by example in every way and we feel privileged to follow. Our kehilla still feels the void of Gerry’s absence but we hope that our teffilos, talmud Torah and intense simcha provide an aliyah for his neshoma.

Meir and Sarah Raskas
Meir and Sarah, we have known you for years. We have watched you build your mishpacha and life together. You are remarkable people, each in your own way.

Sarah, you are always willing to help, no matter what the need or cause. Meir, you helped lead the Shul with strength and commitment and helped to put us on the course we are on today. We feel privileged to have you in our lives and part of our extended mishpacha.

Dovi and Atara Ziffer
Dovi and Atara, we only wish you lived closer! Your presence in our shul has brought such an energy of chesed and selflessness. We have learned and grown together and feel so fortunate to have you as part our family.

Thank you for all you do for our shul and great community.

We want to thank the banquet co-chairs, Aryeh Gross, Adam Ben-Zev and Yanky Statman. Without your dedication and vision, this event and incredible evening would have never come together.

A very special thank you to our Executive Director, Juliya Sheynman. Thank you for all you do (even on maternity leave) to make our shul vibrant, warm, welcoming and holy.

We thank all of you—our dedicated kehilla—for playing such a pivotal and important role in our lives. Our relationships with all of you have enriched our family beyond description. May we be privileged to experience many years of growth together.

Rabbi Shmuel and Aviva Silber
Shani, Mordechai, Avraham, Malka, Miri and Nechama
Thank you to all the honorees for their incredible dedication and support to our shul and community.

IRIS MILLER
REALTOR
CELL 443-739-8559
OFFICE 410-583-5700
Mazal tov to all of the honorees. Thank you so much for your hard work and efforts on behalf of our shul.

A special thank you to Rabbi Silber for your ongoing dedication to our learning. You continue to inspire and educate us on a daily basis.

Marci & Michael Langbaum
In appreciation and recognition of Rabbi Shmuel & Mrs. Aviva Silber for all they have done for our family, our shul, and our community. May they continue mi’chayil li’chayil with health, success, and happiness for many years to come.

With much respect,

Malka & Samuel Esterson & Family
With heartfelt congratulations to our honorees. We are a stronger kehilla thanks to your commitment and selflessness.

Mrs. Elbaum, thank you and your husband (a”h) for your devotion to the shul over the years. Your family has contributed three generations of people whom we admire.

Meir and Sarah, you have both contributed to the shul in so many capacities over the years. Your dedication is admired and appreciated.

Dovi and Atara, even since our high school days we have seen your acts of chesed and generosity. Thank you for your support of SOTC.

With deep gratitude to the Rav and Rebbetzin for their love, leadership, and friendship.

Mazal tov to SOTC on the 60th! Looking forward to continued growth and thriving together!

Shimmy and Batsheva Messing
Sophie, Lilah, and Judah
Mazal tov to all the honorees for this well-deserved honor.

A special mazal tov goes to our dear friends, Sarah & Meir Raskas for all their work, dedication and leadership to Surburban Orthodox over many years.

We would also like to extend our tremendous gratitude to Rabbi Silber for all that he does for the shul, community, and Klal Yisrael.

And a special thanks for altering the sleeping habits of so many of us!

Sora and Jerry Wolasky and Family
Evelyn Sokol
To My Mom, Shirley Elbaum

Congratulations on this well-deserved honor!

32 years ago we moved as a family to Baltimore because you and Dad made a decision, as a family, to enhance our Judaic involvement and become part of a Jewish community. We immediately joined Suburban Orthodox, and ever since then you have been truly devoted and dedicated to your family, your career, and Jewish growth as part of the shul. Your contributions have deeply touched and comforted so many people. You are a true inspiration to me, our whole family, your friends and the community! I love you.

Congratulations and thank you to all the well-deserving honorees for the wonderful things you do for Suburban and the greater community.

Mazel tov!

Shaan Elbaum
With best wishes to
Mrs. Shirley Elbaum
and to our good friends
Meir and Sarah Raskas.
It is our pleasure and honor to share
these honors with you this evening.
To dinner chairmen Adam Ben-Zev,
Aryeh Gross, and Yanky Statman:
Your commitments to leadership and community
askanus are an inspiration. Thank you for your
friendship and your efforts in creating
this beautiful event.
To Rabbi Silber:
You continue to teach us so much
and inspire us so deeply. May you go from strength
to ever greater strength.
To the many members of
Suburban Orthodox Toras Chaim:
Thank you so much for this honor.
May this shul continue to be a kehilla kedosha
and a mikdash me’at for all those
who feel so at home here.

With profound respect and gratitude,
Dovi and Atara Ziffer and Family
With appreciation for the work and dedication of all of our honorees

In memory of Gerry Elbaum and Sheldon J. Berman

Ann Berman and Family
Congratulations to Dovi & Atara Ziffer and Meir & Sarah Raskas on this well-deserved honor!

We are extremely grateful for all of your selfless dedication to our shul and community.

Thank you.

Blimie and Dovid Ehrenfeld
Mazal tov to our dear friends, Atara and Dovi Ziffer, on this well-deserved honor for their hard work for our shul and community and to all the honorees! You serve as an example and inspiration of chesed to us and all who know you.

Your love and passion for your fellow Jew is unmatched. May Hashem grant you continued strength and good health for the years to come.

Howie and Shevy Friedman & Family
Wishing our fellow honorees, Mrs. Shirley Elbaum and Dovi and Atara Ziffer yasher kochachem and mazal tov on this well-deserved honor.

We would like to express our hakaras hatov to the Rav and his eishes chayil, Aviva, for all you do for our family personally, our kehilla, and the greater Baltimore community as a whole. It is we who are honored to be a part of Suburban Orthodox, and to help in our small roles as you lead our community.

May HaKadosh Baruch Hu grant you foresight and strength to lead our kehilla m’chayil l’chayil in the years to come!

Meir and Sarah Raskas
What an incredible group of honorees! You are all such wonderful examples to us of how to live meaningful, committed, and rewarding lives.

Our kehilla is so fortunate to be the recipient of your dedication.

Thank you to our leaders, Rabbi and Rebbetzin Silber, for your boundless energy and inspiration.

Mazal tov to all!

Susie & Matt Schoenfeld
Mazal tov, Sarah and Meir on tonight’s honor.

You deserve special recognition for your barbecuing expertise in Gan Sacher. We’re looking forward to you being honored at Maayanot next year. We’ll be there!

Mazal tov to the Ziffers and Mrs. Elbaum on tonight’s honors.

In honor of Rabbi and Mrs. Silber, for the many ways you uplift our lives.

In honor of Mordechai Silber, with thanks for the Motzei Shabbos learning (and shmoozing).

Gil and Molly Horwitz
Mazal tov to the much-deserving honorees. We’re grateful for all that you do for our shul and community.

Jonathan & Shushie Ehrenfeld
As per our previous conversation:

1. In honor of Dovi
   1a. & Atara Ziffer, Well deserved!
   1a. Thank you for your
   1b. endless devotion to

2. the
   2a. Klal. See that
   2b. Dovi?

I. Short
   Ia. &

II. Sweet ;)

Looking forward to your timely response

& In honor of Meir & Sarah Raskas,
From Biltmore to Burban. Continue making
21215 proud. Thank you for all that you do!

Much continued success.

Dovid & Rivky Flamm
Mazal tov to our honorees:

Shirley Elbaum, who continues to share the spiritual legacy inspired by her husband, Gerry;

Meir and Sarah Raskas, who have worked tirelessly as past president and enduring Sisterhood supporter.

Dovi and Atara Ziffer, for their dedication to our shul.

Heartfelt gratitude to Rabbi and Aviva Silber for their leadership and love for our kehilla and community.

May they continue from strength to strength.

Selma Woolf and Family
Mazal tov to all of tonight’s well-deserving honorees!

To Dovi and Atara Ziffer:
Allegedly, we are all given the same 24 hours in a day in which we accomplish, build, nurture and produce. Every once in a long while, you meet someone who makes you wonder if they somehow got an extra hour or two.

Thanks for being an inspiration, a do-er, a silent partner behind almost every single campaign in this city, and, according to Kenny, a true partner.

Zevi and Shoshy Daniel
Mazal tov to
Meir & Sarah Raskas,
Dovi & Atara Ziffer,
and all the tremendous honorees,
and a special thank you to the event chairs
and all those who worked tirelessly
to put this dinner and show together.
Your commitment and dedication
to the Suburban kehilla and the entire
Baltimore community
is nothing short of inspiring.
We are extremely grateful
for all that you do,
and we feel privileged
to call you our friends.

Jen & Josh Erez and Family
“My taste is simple. I’m satisfied with the very best.”
—Winston Churchill

Dear honorees,
thank you for doing your best
and being the best
for our bestest of institutions.

With respect, abiding admiration and love,
Pam and Neil Weissman
Mazal tov to all the honorees.

Remembering our dear friend, Gerry Elbaum, for his courage, compassion and dedication to Suburban Orthodox and our community.

_Faith and Edward Wolf_
Mazal tov, Dovi and Atara!
This honor could not go to more deserving, dedicated, and community-devoted people.
I am so proud of you!

Ellie Ziffer
Mazal tov and yasher koach to all the honorees and to SOCTC on our 60th Anniversary!

Mitch and Janice Posner
Mazal tov to the honorees!

Isaac Samuel
Mazal tov to all the honorees!

Mildred Shapiro
Mazal tov to Sarah and Meir on a well-deserved recognition of all that you do.

Abba and Ima
Yonah and Sharonna
Dara and Alon, Aryeh and Maayan
Yaniv and Amit, Noah, Tali & Yehuda
To our esteemed honorees:
We could not be more proud of you
and your accomplishments
in community involvement.
Without fanfare or bright lights,
you set examples in leadership
and virtuousness, inspiring friends,
family and community to be more,
to do more.

Chavi and Moishe Abramson
In honor of Rabbi Silber and all of the dedicated Suburban Orthodox, Tzorchei Tzibbur honorees. May you all be blessed with the strength to continue to do all that you do for our community.

Tamar and Yitzy Kaplowitz
In loving memory of my grandparents,
Paul & Sonia Diamond, z”l,
pillars, supporters,
and long-time members
of Suburban Orthodox Congregation.

Jeremy Diamond
In honor of our dear friend, Shirley Elbaum, legacy awardee, and in recognition of Gerry Elbaum, z”l.

Mazal tov to Meir and Sarah Raskas and Dovi and Atara Ziffer.

Hakaras hatov to the Silber family for all that you bring to our community.

Mazal tov to Suburban Orthodox Congregation Toras Chaim on its 60th anniversary.

Jody & Hal Crane
Mazal tov to the much-deserving honorees.

We’re grateful for all that you do for our shul and community.

Gobbie & Shayna Cohn
Mom,

Congratulations on receiving the Legacy Award and for your 32 years of support and active participation at Suburban Orthodox.

We are grateful for the many sacrifices you made and for partnering with Dad (“Saba”) to ensure you created an environment for your children to flourish, surrounded by a love for Torah and mitzvos. You serve as a role model for how to be a committed and caring spouse, mother and grandmother.

Your commitment to charitable work and helping to heal patients instilled in us the importance of caring for others outside of our family.

We truly feel blessed to be your children and grandchildren and honored to continue the legacy that you and Dad created.

With much love and admiration,
Avron, Galie, Aleesa and Noam
Mazal tov to all the honorees and to Rabbi and Aviva Silber for their boundless dedication to the shul.

Kol hakavod!

And in loving memory of Rachel Minkove, a’h

Judy & Judah Minkove and Family
In honor of
Meir & Sarah
and
Rabbi & Mrs. Silber
with admiration and appreciation
for all that you do.

Aron U. Raskas
Best wishes to
Suburban Orthodox Congregation
and the Tzorchei Tzibbur Honorees.

Delegate Sandy Rosenberg
Dear Dovi and Atara,

Thank you for your multifaceted contributions to the needs and welfare of the community. We are so proud of your ongoing work and accomplishments. You have truly built a bayis ne’eman b’yisroel by your deeds as well as your words, and the fruits of this partnership are reflected in your own beautiful family as well as the broader kehilla.

The myriad of works you perform on behalf of the community amply illustrate the breadth and depth of your commitment, and your impact.

May you go from strength to strength in all your endeavors.

With all our love,

Bubby and Zaydie, Mom and Dad,
and the rest of the Zwany Clan
Mazal tov to all the honorees on this very well-deserved recognition. We are so grateful for your dedication to our special kehilla.

*Derek & Lauren Fine and Family*
Mazal tov to the honorees. Thank you for your dedication to our community.

Yaakov & Rivki Lichter
To the honorees,

mazal tov on a well-deserved honor.

Your dedication to

the Suburban Orthodox community

and the Baltimore community at large

is truly impressive.

May you only have the strength

to continue to do such amazing work!

Judy and Barry Nabozny and Family
Thank you
Rabbi Silber and Rebbetzin Aviva
for your inspired leadership,
personal connection, and strong support
to our kehilla and our family.

Aaron & Dee-Dee Shiller
To our incredible Rav and Rebbetzin,

May you continue to inspire amazing people like Dovi & Atara Ziffer, who themselves inspire so many others.

Meir and Sarah Raskas, who selflessly give to our community, and Mrs. Shirley Elbaum, who MUST be a great woman, because her son and his family are pillars of our community.

May we be zocheh to see the continued growth of our community and our friends.

Ari & Shoshana Lerner
In honor of
Meir and Sarah Raskas
Dovid and Atara Ziffer
and Shirley Elbaum
for dedicating their time and energy
to our shul and kehilla.

Saeed & Sima Haken
Dear Mom,

You are most deserving of this wonderful honor. You have devoted yourself to Jewish values your entire life and not only continue to live by them, but serve as a role model to your children, grandchildren, extended family and friends. Over the decades of volunteer service at Suburban Orthodox, and volunteering your precious time after a busy and demanding work schedule, you have helped shape Suburban Orthodox into the lively and spiritual center it is today.

We are so honored to share this momentous day with you.

We love you so much!

Judah, Noa, Morielle, Eitai and Koby
Mazal tov to
Meir & Sarah Raskas
and all the honorees.

*Sandy & Heshy Schoenfeld*
It is an incredible privilege to work, learn and volunteer along with our event co-chairs, Adam, Aryeh and Yanky and our much-deserving honorees, Meir & Sarah and Dovi & Atara, your dedication to our shul and the general community is tireless and inspiring. We are so glad we’ve come to know you through the kehilla and we treasure our friendship.

Mrs. Elbaum, the legacy you and Gerry built, and your leadership in the evolution of the shul, have enabled us and our children to be great beneficiaries of your work. Thank you for sharing your story and your decades of commitment.

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Silber, we are so grateful for your vision and the kehilla you have cultivated for our family and our community. With tremendous gratitude to all those who have made this evening so special. Especially Adina, Shira, Rachel, Judy, and our amazing host committee.

Leon & Juliya Sheynman
Miri, Chani, Simi and Baby Moshe
Mazel tov to our dear friend, Shirley Elbaum, and all the well-deserved honorees on this 60th banquet of SOTC.

Special thanks to Rabbi Silber for his leadership and guidance.

To our son, Adam Ben-Zev, your tremendous commitment and selfless dedication to family, friends, and our shul makes us prouder than you can imagine.

May Hashem grant you the time and wisdom to continue to help build the walls of the new SOTC.

With much love,
Mom & Dad
AKA Judy and Eli Ben-Zev
Dovi & Atara, whenever we think of a chesed organization that serves our community, we think of you and your energy and willingness to serve. Thank you for standing up for all of us.

Meir & Sarah, thank you for giving your genuine committed self to all that you do. You lead by example.

Mrs. Elbaum, your family legacy in the shul is inspiring.

And to the Rav and Rebbetzin, thank you for building a community and a healthy environment for Torah learning and connection. Suburban is so much more than the brick and mortar. You instill love and commitment in all of us.

Mazal Tov on the 60th!

Meir & Rachel Gold
Mazal tov to
Suburban Orthodox
Congregation Toras Chaim
on your 60th Anniversary
and to the Tzorchei Tzibbur Honorees

May Hashem continue to bless
this congregation as we go
from strength to strength.

Rachel & Gregg Levitan
In honor of our dear friends
Meir and Sarah Raskas

Miri and Jacob Slone and Family
Wishing a hearty mazal tov to Mrs. Elbaum, Meir and Sarah Raskas and Dovid and Atara Ziffer for the extraordinary time, efforts and resources which they have dedicated to the shul and our community.

May Hashem bless each of the exceptional honorees with many years of health, happiness and bracha.

With deep admiration, respect and gratitude to Rabbi and Rebbetzin Silber.

Thank you!

Beth and Nathan Adler and family
Mazal tov to the honorees.

Dovi, I am humbled at watching all of the ways that you have become involved in growing our entire community.

Thank You!

Tamar & Dovid Charnowitz
In honor of Meir and Sarah Raskas: Our community is richer due to your dedication and tireless efforts on our behalf.

Congratulations to Dovi and Atara Ziffer: You bring honor to your family by following in their path. May you continue to elevate our kehilla through both song and deed.

Mazal tov to Shirley Elbaum: Suburban is blessed to be the beneficiary of your many talents.

Thank you to Rabbi Silber: Your steadfast dedication to limud haTorah each day elevates us personally and raises the ruchnius of our community.

* Linda and Michael Elman*
Mazal tov to all the honorees, to Rabbi Silber, and to all of the members of Suburban Orthodox Congregation.

Steve Czinn, Teri Kahn and Family
Mazal tov to Dovi & Atara Ziffer on their much-deserved honor. May you both be zoche to continue the amazing and selfless work you do on behalf of the Baltimore community. You are a true inspiration to us all.

Nechemia and Shulamis Weinreb
Mazal tov to our beloved Aunt Shirley on this well-deserved award.

We are so proud of you!

Laurie, Howard, Isabelle & Oliver Kaminsky
Mazal tov to
our Tzorchei Tzibbur Honorees:
Shirley Elbaum,
Sarah and Meir Raskas,
and Dovid and Atara Ziffer.

We appreciate all you do for our kehilla
and our community.

A special Hakaras Hatov
to Rabbi and Aviva Silber for your
leadership, friendship and scholarship.

Jamie and Cliff Katz
We would like to express our tremendous appreciation to Rabbi Silber for all that he does for us and the community. Mazal tov to all the honorees. A special mazal tov to our friends Dovi and Atara Zlffer. You are truly pillars of chesed in our community.

David and Sarah Leipnik
To our dear friends Dovi and Atara, mazal tov on a well-deserved honor! Thank you for all the hard work and dedication to making our community a better place.

Yakov and Rivky Preiserowicz
Mazal tov to Shirley
on your very well-deserved honor.
Your warmth, concern, care and love
are appreciated not only by us,
but everyone who knows you.

We are so grateful for all
the thoughtfulness and attention
you give to our family.

Judy and Howard
Rachel, Robbie, Eliav, Aviv and Alon
Ari and Heather
Congratulation to Shirley Elbaum, Sarah and Meir Raskas, and Dovi and Atara Ziffer on their well-deserved honors.

Mazal tov to Suburban Orthodox Congregation Toras Chaim and to Aviva and Rabbi Silber.

*Frona Brown and Beryl Rosenstein*
To our dear Shirley,
mazal tov! “Shirley,” we would not miss this opportunity to share with you and your dear family in this important and well-deserved honor.
It is wonderful to see you maintain Gerry’s tradition of helping our klal.

Frank & Danielle Sarah Storch & Family
and Laurence & Dr. Linda Nieman

To Meir & Sarah
Suburban Orthodox is fortunate to have dedicated members like yourselves doing important avodas hakodesh.

To Dovid & Atara
Your family tradition says it all.
Thank you for the important role you play in our community and inspiration you provide to our youth.

Frank & Danielle Sarah Storch and Family
Mazal tov and thank you to the honorees for your dedication to our shul and the Baltimore community!

David & Gila Reidy
Congratulations, honorees!

Especially Dovi & Atara Ziffer.

*Ruth and Richard Genter
and Jay H. Ziffer*
To Shirley Elbaum, Meir and Sarah Raskas, Dovid and Atara Ziffer:

Mazal tov on this much-deserved honor. We appreciate all that you have done for our shul and our community.

We wish you a lot of success in all your endeavors!

Doniel & Tzippi Goetz and Family
In Honor of
the Krawatsky Family
Mazal tov on the 60th anniversary of Suburban Orthodox Toras Chaim.

What a wonderful group of selfless honorees!

Needless to say, words can not sufficiently describe our dynamite Rav and what he means to all of us!

May we all be zocheh to be together at the 120th anniversary in good health! With all success in our expansion plans and positive influence for the Baltimore community and far beyond!

Art and Sherry Miller
In Honor of Dovi and Atara
With tremendous gratitude for all that you do for our shul kehilla and the Baltimore community.

You lead by example, and your energy and attention to detail are exemplary. You may not know how to say “no,” but your efforts are appreciated with a resounding “yes!”

May you always have the koach to use your talents in the service of Hashem and the community.

In Honor of Meir and Sarah Raskas
In appreciation of all that you do for our kehilla. You truly are a “Shachen tov.”

In Honor of Shirley Elbaum
In recognition of your contributions to our shul.

The Openden Family
Mazal tov to Dovi & Atara Ziffer
It’s an honor to be neighbors with you guys. Dovi, perhaps after this dinner, you could start getting involved in the community organizations a bit.

Mazal tov to Meir & Sarah Raskas. SOTC is lucky to have such special people as part of the shul.

Mazal tov to Mrs Shirley Elbaum on her much-deserved award.

Huge shout-out to Juliya Sheynman for her amazing work day in and day out. Your devotion and passion for the shul is palpable and contagious.

It’s a true honor to work with my esteemed co-chairs, Adam Ben Zev and Yanky Statman. You guys are fundraising rock-stars. May you both be zoche to all the goodness in the world for the selfless hours you devote to SOTC.

Aryeh & Goldie Gross
In Honor of Dovi & Atara

In recognition of all their contributions to the greater Baltimore community.

Keep up the great work!

Chaim & Yehudis Sanders
Mazal tov to Meir and Sarah on this well-deserved honor. Your invaluable contributions to the SOTC kehilla are greatly appreciated.

If there was ever a person couple that deserves recognition, it would be Atara (and Dovi) Ziffer.

We can’t think of a more deserving person couple to be the recipients of this Tzorchei Tzibbur award. You are true role models for our whole community.

On behalf of everyone here tonight, yasher koach and thank you to Juliya, Adam, and Aryeh for your incredible and tireless work on tonight’s beautiful event.

Yanky and Aliza Statman
Meir and Sarah,
your commitment
to the shul and to our community
is a true example of those
who are oskei betzorchei tzibur.
Hashem should bench you
with good health, happiness
and nachas from your beautiful family.

Daddy & Mommy
Helen & Yitzchak Raskas
Zalman & Shiffy
Mordechai & Ducky
In honor of
Dovi & Atara Ziffer,
whose extreme dedication and care
for the Baltimore Jewish community
should serve as an example to all of us.

Jules & Nechama Friedman
Mazal Tov
Meir & Sarah Raskas
and Dovi & Atara Ziffer
on this well-deserved honor.

Eli & Chana Neuberger
(Apparently this means we’re old enough
to be honored at shul dinners)
Mazel tov to all of the honorees!

In honor of our dear friends and neighbors, Dovi and Atara Ziffer. You are both examples of what a tremendous impact individuals can have on an entire community. Thank you for your endless dedication to the myriad of community initiatives that you are involved in.

Rabbi Silber—Thank you for your vision. Thank you for your leadership. Thank you for your friendship. It amazes us how you are able to make every individual feel as if they are the only thing you are focused on. It is truly astonishing.

Aryeh and Yanky—You guys never cease to amaze us. We truly hope that you can start contributing on our side of town soon!

Peretz and Sarala Wertenteil
To our dear friends, Dovi and Atara Ziffer on this well-deserved honor. We can’t wait until you are also honored by Chabad, Chai Lifeline, Bnos, TA, Jewels, Ahavas Yisrael, Bikur Cholim and the Detroit Tigers.

Mazal tov to the Raskases.
It is so nice that Meir took time out of his busy biking schedule to attend this event.

A huge yasher koach to the incredible chairs, Aryeh Gross and Yanky Statman, for your tireless avoda and askanus on behalf of our community, and to your amazing wives, who make it all possible.

Thank you to Rabbi and Rebbetzin Silber for all that you do for the shul, the community and all of Klal Yisrael.

Ari and Inbal Elman
Congratulations to all the honorees on this beautiful occasion.

*The Weinberg and Stanger Families*
Mazel tov to Dovi Ziffer on this tremendous honor. As the group admin and organizer of our Suburban East Shabbos Daf, we thank you for being the glue that keeps us connected to SOTC on Shabbos and Yom Tov (despite the distance).

Zevi Daniel
Ari Elman
Shmuel Fischler
Dovid Flamm
Aryeh Gross
Nechemia Isbee
Shlomo Kanner
Naftali Langer
Dovid Leipnik
Tzvi Levine
Dovid Meir Loeb
Eli Neuberger
Yaakov Rappaport
Michael Shore
Yanky Statman
Eliezer Zweig
Mazal tov to Suburban Orthodox on its 60th anniversary and to our deserving honorees!

Mrs. Elbaum, Meir and Sarah Raskas, and Dovi and Atara Ziffer

Thank you for everything that you have done for our shul and greater community. We are all recipients of your goodness and passion to make SOTC and Baltimore a better place for everyone.

To Rabbi Silber and Aviva: Thank you for your continued guidance, inspiration and friendship.

To my banquet co-chairs:
It was an honor working with you. Your incredible reputation for hard work and creativity is well-deserved.

And to our Rockstar Executive Director, Juliya Sheynman: Thanks for always going above and beyond in all of your endeavors for our shul. We are so incredibly privileged to have you on our team.

Adam, Yudit, Jake, Sarina and Rosie Ben-Zev
Mazal tov to the honorees.

Avi Bernstein
Long-lost cousins from a bygone era.

Surprisingly and delightfully reunited by HaShem's hand

With links now spanning five generations, bridging our parents' roots in Europe with the blossoms of our lives today.

Cousins long-lost no more.

The closest of family.

Evermore.

With our love to

Cousin Shirley

on this special night!

Abe Sheiden            Sarah Bush

Liz & Skip Rosen
Joe & Chloe            Jake & Laura

Moshe & Ariella Bush

Chana & Jeremy Staiman
Avi & Gabz            Arky & Avigail
Noa & Anaelle         T.B.A.
Meir & Sarah, Dovi & Atara,
it’s an honor to serve the kehilla
and the community with you.

Your commitment in the roles you serve
is so incredibly valuable,
and SOTC is a lucky beneficiary.

With your leadership,
the Baltimore Jewish community
will continue to grow and thrive.

Mrs. Elbaum, mazal tov
on a much-deserved honor.

Your and Gerry’s legacy at
Suburban Orthodox will continue
to inspire generations.

Yehuda & Chani Neuberger
Mazal tov to our close friends Dovi & Atara Ziffer on a well-deserved honor!

As President of Suburban West, Charidy Master, member of the Shomrei D’veykus Minyan choir, and shul reconnaissance expert, Dovy’s efforts on behalf of the whole community are truly inspiring.

Now that your move to Dunbarton is rapidly approaching, you will be sorely missed in Greenspring, but your impact on this side of town will remain forever.

Special shout out to Chairman Aryeh Gross for all he does in enabling Suburban to continue to thrive as the Baltimore Center of Chassiduzs.

Dov & Shira Ocken
Congratulations to the honorees, and our utmost appreciation for your efforts for our shul.

*Seth & Rachel Rotenberg*
In honor of Atara and Dovi Ziffer on this well-deserved honor.

You continue to impress and inspire us with your never-ending acts of commitment and devotion to our community, all of which are done without fanfare and by running from the spotlight.

Dovi, we know you don’t have time to shave, but we’re still trying to figure out when you have time to eat and sleep.

Mazal tov!

Yael and Shlomo Kanner
In honor of Atara and Dovi.

We love you and are so proud of all that you do on behalf of our community!

*Eema and Abba*

*(Flo and Larry Ziffer)*
In Honor of Dovi & Atara Ziffer
Thank you for all that you do for SOTC, IJC and all of the community projects you are involved with.
You are an inspiration to us all.

Dena & Asher Sondhelm

Mazal tov to our dear friends Sarah and Meir Raskas on being honored at the 60th Anniversary Dinner of Suburban Orthodox Congregation Toras Chaim

Rosesara and Jonathan Greenspun
Mazal tov to the honorees for this tribute, which is well-deserved. May Hashem grant them to go from strength to strength.

Bernie and Eileen Kraft

In honor of the very deserving honorees who well serve Suburban Orthodox and the broader Jewish community.

Ellen & Noah Lightman
Mazal tov to the honorees.

Motti & Cahna Leah Margalit
Parisers Bakery

Mazal tov
to all the esteemed honorees.

Jerry & Abby Appelbaum
& Family
Mazal tov & best wishes to all the honorees.
May you continue to be an inspiration to the entire community.

Sally and Howard Goldstein and Family

Mazal tov and best wishes to all of the honorees.
Special recognition to our children, Aviva and Rabbi Shmuel Silber,
May you continue to teach, inspire and lead.

Florence and Gabe Gurell
Mazal tov to our dear friends, Sarah and Meir Raskas on being honored at the 60th Anniversary Dinner of Suburban Orthodox Congregation Toras Chaim

Rosesara and Jonathan Greenspun

Mazal tov Dovi and Atara Ziffer, on your much-deserved award. The entire city of Baltimore is indebted to you. May you both have the strength to continue your graciousness for many years to come.

Eric & Cheryl Reitberger
Mazal tov to all of the wonderful honorees! We are so grateful for your leadership and commitment to the shul. May you continue to enhance our community with your chesed.

Jacob and Julie Blumenfeld & Family

Mazal tov to our dear friend, Shirley Elbaum, on this well-deserved honor and in recognition of our beloved and sorely missed friend, Gerry Elbaum, z”l.

We appreciate all that Gerry did for the shul and all that Shirley and family continue to do.

Mazal tov to Meir and Sarah Raskas for your dedication to Suburban Orthodox.

Ofer and Marcie Lurman & Family
Best wishes and mazal tov to the honorees.

Mazal tov to Rabbi Shmuel and Aviva Silber for your tireless work for the community.

Love, Your Parents,
Judy and Barry Silber

In honor of Dovi & Atara Ziffer, who have given so much of their talents and efforts to our community and to Ahavas Yisrael.

They are an inspiration to all of us.

Well-deserved honor!!

Ahavas Yisrael Board
In honor of Shirley Elbaum.  
A well-deserved honor 
which demonstrates continuity 
and commitment to our Jewish heritage. 

Mazal tov!

Lillian & Philip Keehn

---

For Shirley:  
In recognition of your commitment 
and care to synagogue, family and friends.

The Kaminsky Family  
Ben & Mildred  
Howard & Laurie  
David & Sylvie  
Dr. David & Gila Stemerman
Mazal tov, Dovi and Atara, on this well-deserved honor. May you continue to see much success and siyatta dishmaya in all of your efforts on behalf of the community.

Esti and Yossi

Ari and Devorah

Mazal tov to all of the honorees.

Richard and Sharon Buck
In honor of Dovi and Atara Ziffer and all of the worthy awardees.

Your tireless efforts across all elements of our community are an inspiration to all those around you.

With our deepest gratitude and admiration

Meira and Yaakov Horowitz

Mazal tov to our honorees:

Shirley Elbaum
Meir & Sarah Raskas
Dovi & Atara Ziffer

Eleanor & Milton Marder
Mazal tov to our dear friend, Shirley Elbaum, on receiving this coveted honor from Suburban Orthodox Congregation. Shirley is a wonderful, caring and selfless individual whose love and devotion to her shul, community, and family is an inspiration to us all.

May this honor also serve as a merit for the neshama of Shirley’s beloved husband Gerald Elbaum, z”l.

Bruce and Lois Kauffman
Brad Kauffman

Mazal tov to all of our deserving honorees and to Shirley. We know what an Aishes Chayil you are, and with what grace you nurture others.

Gail and Hirsh Goldberg

Our very best wishes to our dear friends, Meir & Sarah Raskas, on this most deserving honor, mazal tov!

Keep up the good work!

Harry & Rachel Spar

Mazal tov to the honorees and to the shul on its 60th anniversary

From the Schwartz & Nudelman Families
Mazal tov to our wonderful friend, Shirley Elbaum, on being honored tonight. She is deserving of praise. So too her beloved husband, the late Jerry Elbaum, in whose memory she accepts this honor.

The Radowksy Family

In appreciation of the amazing honorees! Meir and Sarah, thanks for the hard work you guys do for your shul and the community.

Huge shout-out to Dovi and Atara! Dovi, what you do for the community is beyond words; you are our hero and someone we look up to. It is hard to fathom how someone could do as much for the community as you do.

Mazal tov on this very, very well-deserved honor!

Yisrael & Miriam Leah Schwartz

Mazal tov to the honorees.

Jeff & Debbie Schwartz

Mazal tov to all the honorees

Stuart, Lynn, Andrew, Jeremy, and Matthew Shindel
Mazal tov, Dovi and Atara
and Meir and Sarah!
Thank you for your commitment
to the tzibbur.
May Hashem bless you to continue
your work for the community.
Yedidyah and Nini Charner

Mazal Tov to our good friends
Dovi and Atara on receiving
this well-deserved honor!
Esty & Ariel Goodman
Merav & Tzvi Levine

Mazal tov
Dovi & Atara

BLC Team Sage Mgmt.

Coaches: Alexander Weil
Rabbi Binyomin Edelstone
Players: Shlomie Edelstone,
Ephraim Hoenlein,
Isaac Reitberger, Eitan Robbins,
Shabtai Tabbouche,
Yosef Chaim Weil

Mazal tov, Dovi and Atara Ziffer,
on this well-deserved honor!
No one, really, no one that we know,
epitomizes the definition of true askanim
across the entire spectrum of Jewish
organizations like the two of you!
From life-saving events, to fundraising,
to engaging our boys to do chesed
for so many in the community, it is always
an incredible honor and pleasure
to work alongside you in your efforts
to help Klal Yisrael!

May you both be blessed
with all the brachos awarded to
וכלה עם שלושה מלך צרב, צבר בברונזה

Aliza and Ronnie Samet
Mazal tov, Dovi and Atara on this well-deserved honor!

Rachel and Jeremy Lasson

Mazal tov and thanks to this year’s honorees.

Barbara and Larry Marder

Wishing mazal tov to all the honorees!
Our hakoros hatov for all the work they do for the shul & community.

Robert & Marge Edelman

In honor of and with hakaras hatov to Rabbi Silber for his dedication, patience and wisdom.

Dina Felsman
David and Racheli Mitnick
To our dear friend Shirley Elbaum:

You exude warmth and simchas hachayim always. Together with your beloved husband, Gerry a’h, you built a life dedicated to caring for family and community and striving for spiritual growth that we deeply admire.

Thank you for many years of treasured friendship.

Mazal tov on this well-deserved honor.

Rabbi Yacov & Chavi Simha

In loving memory of our beloved Isidor Mayer.
May his memory be a blessing!

Lilly, Toba & Howe, Ryan & Dale, Spencer & Alexandra & Harper

In Honor of Mrs. Shirley Elbaum

From
Irene and Stuart Hoffman

Mazal tov and congratulations to Shirley Elbaum and all other honorees.

Robert and Carol Benedek and Family
Dear Dovi and Atara,
Mazal tov on this much deserved honor, we are proud to call you our close friends. Your ability to give of yourselves with energy passion and love towards the klal, while at the same time keeping your intense focus on your family is admirable and worthy of imitation.

To Meir and Sarah, your dedication and selflessness to the shul are second to none. We are honored to be counted among your friends and wish you much hatzlacha to continue your holy work.

Mazal tov Mrs. Elbaum, may your husband’s legacy continue to be a shining star in our community and may your children and grandchildren continue to give you nachat.

The Benzaquens
Mazal tov, Shirley, on this well-deserved honor.

We are so blessed to have you in our lives!

Lisa and Howard Lederman

Congratulations to our honorees.

Our shul is in good hands for the future with both young leadership and wise counsel from those who have seen it all!

Jack and Bette Gladstein

I heart your contributions to your community, Dovi and Atatra Ziffer.

I only wish we lived in the same community, wink.

Sachie Melmed

To the Honorees
Thank you for setting a brilliant example of what it means to be of service to others b’simcha. As Rabbi Kosman always said, “Never underestimate the power of your presence.” May Hashem continue to enable you to impact others in meaningful ways.

Josh & Becca Friedman & Family

Congratulations Shirley.
We love you!

Marvin, Ginger,
Max & Olivia

Mazal tov to the Honorees

Bonnie Pesacov

Mazal tov to our dear friends, Sarah and Meir Raskas.
Your love for family, chesed, and Israel is truly inspiring.
The Suburban Orthodox community is truly lucky to have you!
We love you!

The Spinner Family
In honor of
Meir & Sara Raskas
Dovi and Atara Ziffer
Two couples that never stop doing for or thinking of others.
With much admiration,
Avi and Sora Greenlinger

In memory of beloved husband and father, Abe Diamond, on the 33rd yahrtzeit.
Father of Michael Diamond, Jeremy Diamond & Cheryl Carl
Adrian & Steve Wolf

In tribute to our outstanding honorees on behalf of our shul!
Special kudos to my good friend Shirley Elbaum.
Rosalie Sklar

Mazal tov to all the honorees. Your time and effort on behalf of our kehilla is much appreciated.
Robert & Delia Benn

Mazal tov to the honorees for this well-deserved honor!
Thank you for your dedication to our shul.
Shmuel and Shira Pepper

Shirley,
You are a true friend, amazing healer, and excellent role model for all! I am blessed to have you in my life. You and Gerry have been such an unbelievable asset to our life and our community. Mazal tov on this honorable occasion!
Love Jenny, Neima and Rivka Fogel

Mazel tov to all the honorees who inspire our shul.
Wishing you all good health to continue doing chesed on our behalf.
Karen & Samuel Pottash
Sondra Willner

Suburban Orthodox Congregation Toras Chaim
In Honor of
Meir & Sara Raskas
Dovi and Atara Ziffer—
Two couples that never stop doing
for or thinking of others.

With much admiration,
Avi and Sora Greenlinger

Mazal tov
Meir & Sarah
and Atara & Dovi,
on this well-deserved honor!
May you go from
strength to strength!

Leah & Natan Berry

Mazal tov to All the Honorees

Barry Dexter

Mazal tov to Meir & Sarah,
Dovi & Atara and Mrs. Elbaum.
We are so grateful for all the ways
that you enhance our amazing shul.
Thank you for all your efforts!

Jen and Jon Kaplan

Mazal tov to Shirley Elbaum and
all the honorees.

Michael & Sharon Bennett

Mazal Tov & Mazal Tov
Dena Lerner Gerber

Mazal tov to
Shirley Elbaum and
all the honorees.
Thank you to our generous Corporate Sponsors for their support of Suburban Orthodox Toras Chaim and their recognition of our 2018 Tzorchei Tzibbur Honorees.
Mazel tov to Suburban on your 60th anniversary!

60 represents the gematria of כָּלִי, a vessel, which you have been for 60 years.
As a vessel for the community, the shul embodies the purpose of "ורעש לח מוקדש שבנוני ברובים" bringing G-d, holiness, and spirituality into our lives, neighborhood, and city.

But Suburban also serves as a personal vessel for every congregant. More than just a place to daven or learn, it fully embraces individuals and families, surrounds them with warmth and security, and assures them that they have a home for their spiritual and personal growth.

To Rav Shmuel and Aviva Silber, the dinner honorees, shul board, 60th anniversary dinner committees, and the entire congregation — may you go ma’chayil l’chayil.
Baltimore Shomrim Safety Patrol would like to congratulate all of the honorees and to express our sincere HaKaras haTov to Rabbi Silber for his unwavering support and guidance.
Mazal Tov

to

Meir & Sarah Raskas

& all of the Honorees

from

Jordan E. Slone
Saul Lubetski
Ephriam Adler
Samuel Reichmann
David Rosenberg
Sam Fireworker
Jacob Slone
Yisroel Berg

Harbor Group International

Norfolk • New York • Baltimore • Tel Aviv
ANNOUNCEMENT:

We are pleased to announce that Fram Monument Company is now owned by Steven Venick.

Fram Monument has been servicing the Jewish community for over 90 years and is especially sensitive to the needs of the Orthodox community.

Fram Monument Co. Inc.

7020 Reisterstown Road
Pikesville
(at Seven Mile Lane)
(410) 486-8666

Monday-Thursday 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Evenings By Appointment
E-mail: frammonument@aol.com

Steven Venick, Owner
Shomer Shabbos
Mazal tov to the honorees, and in honor of the Rav and Rebbetzin on the shul’s 60th anniversary.

Sara and Nachman Schachter

ACTION BUILDING MAINTANCE INC.

COMMERCIAL CLEANING SERVICES

- Office Buildings • Industrial Sites • Schools
- Places of Worship • Banks, & other sites

We specialize in...
- Carpet Maintenance
- Wood, Tile & Marble Floor Maintenance
- Daily/Nightly Cleaning
- Window Washing

We Have...
- Recycling Programs
- Ongoing In-House Training
- Random Drug Testing
- Continuous Site Evaluations
- A Professional & Courteous Staff

Fully Licensed, Bonded & Insured

Highest Quality Services Since 1992
Neil Schachter, Owner
410-764-0302 • 410-764-1012 Fax
www.actionmd.net • action.building@verizon.net
Since 1969, Diversified Insurance Industries, Inc. has been proudly serving the Maryland business community by providing comprehensive and competitive insurance coverage individually crafted to meet the specific requirements of our customers. Today, we are one of Maryland’s leading independently owned insurance agencies. Our cornerstone is putting the needs of our clients first and adhering to the principles of honesty and integrity. We have a general agency relationship with over 40 national and regional insurance carriers. With many, we maintain their highest designation awarded to the top performing agencies.

Aaron Margolies, Vice President
(410) 319 - 0601
aaron.margolies@dii-ins.com

2 Hamill Road, Suite 155 Baltimore, MD 21210
(410) 433-3000 www.dii-insurance.com
A Tradition in the Jewish Community for Over 125 Years

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED FOR FIVE GENERATIONS

Pikesville Office & Chapels
410-653-8900

Columbia Arrangement Center
410-730-7230

www.sollevinson.com
Congratulations
Suburban Orthodox
Congregation Toras Chaim on 60 years!
Kol HaBirah is proud to service Baltimore!

Check out our "Greater Baltimore" Section!

Order a copy of Kol HaBirah delivered to your door for only $1 per issue! *

To order Kol HaBirah:

Online: Visit www.kolhabirah.com

By Mail: Send a check for $24 to:
Kol HaBirah LLC, 1111 University Blvd., W Room 305, Silver Spring, MD 20902

Contact: homedelivery@kolhabirah.com with any questions

* Deliveries will begin when we receive 300 orders in your area
Mazal tov to the honorees and to Suburban Orthodox on your 60th anniversary.
Mazal tov to the honorees and Suburban Orthodox on your 60th anniversary.
Meir & Sarah,
mazal tov on this well-deserved honor.

Uncle Jossi and Aunt Sandy Lieder
Rephoel & Tzipora Lieder
Yaakov & Yocheved Lieder
Yitzy & Nechama Tendler

The Esrog Headquarters Inc.
Proud supplier of Esrogim and Lulovim to
Suburban Orthodox Congregation
since 2004.

www.esrogheadquarters.com
Levi Zagelbaum
President

Tel: 718.692.3335 • Tel: 800.550.7230 • Fax: 718.692.4174
Board of Directors

Chaiman: Shimmy Messing
President: Richard Buck
Vice-Chairman: Edward Miller
Vice-President: Yehuda Neuberger
Treasurer: Doniel Goetz
Secretary: Selma Woolf
Gabbai Rishon: Chaim Nachman
Gabbai Sheini: Richard Buck

Moishe Abramson
Mildred Bashevkin
Robert Benedek*
Adam Ben-Zev
Eli Ben-Zev
Tara Cornberg
Kenneth Creeger*
Ben Edinger
Dovid Ehrenfeld
Yona Ehrenfeld
Derek Fine
Earle Freedman*
Jack Gladstein*
Doniel Goetz
Bennett Goldberg
Jon Kaplan

Cliff Katz*
Avraham Kelman
Shalom Kovacs
Bernie Kozlovsky
Ari Lerner
E. Theodore Levin*
Ari Lichtman
Milton Marder*
Laurence Marder*
Motti Margalit
Warren Michelson*
Barry Nabozny*
Richard Nudelman
Mel Pachino*
Mitch Posner*
Meir Raskas*

David Reidy
Avie Rock*
Seth Rotenberg
Yitz Schleifer
Matthew Schoenfeld*
Leroy Shapiro*
Steven Shefter
Stuart Shindel
Yitzy Shnidman
David Sidransky*
Farrell Silverman
Rabbi Gershon Sonnenshein
Neil Weissman*
Ed Wolf

*Honorary Board Members
EVENT LEADERSHIP

DINNER & SHOW
CO-CHAIRS
Adam Ben-Zev
Aryeh Gross
Aviva Silber
Yanky Statman

JOURNAL CO-CHAIRS
Rachel Levitan
Judy Minkove
Shira Pepper

COMMITTEE
Eli & Judy Ben-Zev
Jacob & Julie Blumenfeld
Gavi & Rebecca Brown
Dovid & Blimie Ehrenfeld
Chana Friedman
Howie & Shevy Friedman
Doniel & Tzippi Goetz
Bennett Goldberg
Ari & Shoshana Lerner
Justin & Rebecca Myrowitz
Matt & Susie Schoenfeld
Stuart & Lynn Shindel
Neil & Pam Weissman

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Selma Woolf, Secretary
Chaim Nachman, Gabbai
Doniel Goetz, Treasurer
Yehuda Neuberger, Vice President
Richard Buck, President
Edward Miller, Vice Chairman
Shimmy Messing, Chairman of the Board

Juliya Sheynman, Executive Director
Rabbi Shmuel Silber